Distribution networks, manufacturing and retail supply chains, and the management of increasingly complex logistics systems are inherently geographic phenomena. They connect economies across all scales and are at the foundation of today's global economic order. There is ample evidence in the business and management literature that the logistics industry has been undergoing a process of profound restructuring for quite some time (Hadjiconstantinou, 1999) . While new types of firms are emerging, other sectors of the logistics industry are affected by mergers and consolidation. The increasing deployment of information technologies (ITs) in logistics and freight transport means that the virtual space of information flows is gaining in importance compared with the physical space of transportation. Yet, surprisingly, comprehensive studies of logistics as an industrial sector have been sparse in geographical research, no doubt as a result of the weak links between economic and transport geography. Each of these research traditions has developed its own particular foci, but neither have addressed the organizational restructuring occurring in the distributive functions of the economy.
Introduction
Distribution networks, manufacturing and retail supply chains, and the management of increasingly complex logistics systems are inherently geographic phenomena. They connect economies across all scales and are at the foundation of today's global economic order. There is ample evidence in the business and management literature that the logistics industry has been undergoing a process of profound restructuring for quite some time (Hadjiconstantinou, 1999) . While new types of firms are emerging, other sectors of the logistics industry are affected by mergers and consolidation. The increasing deployment of information technologies (ITs) in logistics and freight transport means that the virtual space of information flows is gaining in importance compared with the physical space of transportation. Yet, surprisingly, comprehensive studies of logistics as an industrial sector have been sparse in geographical research, no doubt as a result of the weak links between economic and transport geography. Each of these research traditions has developed its own particular foci, but neither have addressed the organizational restructuring occurring in the distributive functions of the economy.
In this paper I combine the perspectives of both traditions in providing an analysis of current processes of change in the logistics industry, using the transatlantic air-cargo sector as a case study. Next to ocean shipping, airfreight represents the backbone of global trade and is vital to the contemporary economy, yetösome recent exceptions notwithstanding öthe air-cargo sector as an industry remains poorly understood and rarely studied. In the past few years, the traditionally fragmented and specialized nature of air-cargo firms, with a fixed functional division of labor between different types of businesses, has undergone profound change. New integrated Enabling global trade above the clouds: restructuring processes and information technology in the transatlantic air-cargo industry À service providers are gaining strength, while air carriers are continuing to consolidate their flights at a few cargo-hub airports. The growing importance of efficient information processing and associated IT is the major driving force behind much of this restructuring. Technologies such as Internet-based shipment tracking and cargo booking through electronic commerce interfaces are becoming more common, and are forming an increasingly important basis for competition between air-cargo firms.
In this paper I analyze the relationship between IT and industrial restructuring in the transatlantic air-cargo industry. I examine what types of air-cargo firm perform what kinds of functions, and how this functional organization of the industry is changing with the increased importance of IT. To that end, in the next section I review some of the relevant literature in economic and transport geography and reveal the significant gaps that remain in geographic research. The third section details the market context for the transatlantic air-cargo industry, providing information on trade and the commodity flows that are transported by air. In the fourth section I specify the basic functions that air-cargo firms perform in the course of the transportation of a shipment; and the fifth section details the regulatory framework of the industry. Next, I discuss the current restructuring of the air-cargo industry, outlining the trends toward consolidation and the importance of IT in these processes. In this section I also explain the spatial consequences in cargo-hub selection and growth. The causes of this organizational restructuring are analyzed further in the seventh section, where the results of fifteen in-depth interviews with air-cargo executives are presented. The empirical research confirms the immense role that information technologies play in determining the future organizational arrangements that will dominate the industry. In the concluding section I offer some likely consequences of the organizational restructuring of the air-cargo industry.
Geographic studies of the logistics industry: falling between the cracks
The view from transport and economic geography Transport geographers have, of course, studied many issues relating to the movement of freight, such as the operation of transportation infrastructure and facilities like ports and intermodal terminals (Goetz and Rodrigue, 1999; Kuby and Reid, 1992; McCalla et al, 2001; Rodrigue et al, 1997; Slack, 1999; Slack and Wang, 2002) . Air-transport research has mostly focused on the passenger dimension of the industry, or concentrated on the analysis of particular airlines or regional hub structures (Goetz, 2002; Goetz and Sutton, 1997; Graham, 1995; Ivy et al, 1995; Noviello et al, 1996; Vowles, 2000) . Historically, this research tradition has largely bypassed questions surrounding the organizational restructuring of the logistics industry, generally preferring to concentrate on the physical aspects of infrastructure and transport while neglecting the considerable influence that ITs and other less tangible interactions have on the structure and geography of the logistics industry. More recently, however, a few transport geographers have conducted research on the location of logistics-related services such as warehouses (Hesse, 2002; , and placed a more comprehensive geography of logistics onto the research agenda of transport geography (Hesse and Rodrigue, 2004) . It is only in the past two years that questions surrounding the air-cargo industry have become topics at the core of a research project. This effort has yielded Bowen and Leinbach's (2004) paper on the air-cargo forwarding industry, their study of the role of air cargo in the supply chains of the electronics industry in southeast Asia (Bowen and Leinbach, 2003 ; see also Leinbach and Bowen, 2004) , and Bowen et al's (2002) paper on the role of air cargo in regional development policy.
Economic geographers, by contrast, shifted their focus long ago from purely physical determinants and manifestations of economic activity to the study of organizational restructuring, interfirm relations, and innovations. Nonetheless, the overwhelming majority of previous research in this tradition has focused on the manufacturing sector. For instance, studies that examine the impacts of technological innovation on industrial organization often emphasize manufacturing-sector activities (Angel and Engstrom, 1995; Chon, 1997) . Issues of logistics and freight transportation have seldom been granted a central focus in these discussions (Aoyama et al, 2005; Golob and Regan, 2001) .
As economic globalization has intensified in the past few decades, geographers have contextualized the role of technological innovations in global economic restructuring (Castells, 2000; Dicken, 1998; Graham, 1998; Sheppard, 2002) . In general, services figure more prominently than manufacturing in this globalization literature. For instance, a concentration of advanced producer services is regarded as the defining criterion for world cities exercising control over the global economy. Consequently, this sector of the service economy has seen an abundance of empirical research (Derudder et al, 2003; Grant and Nijman, 2002; Sassen, 2002; Taylor, 2004) . Although there have been some publications on the trade in producer services in which issues of transportation have been considered (Beyers, 2003) , in most of this research, advanced producer services are narrowly defined and often synonymous with the FIRE (finance, insurance, real estate) sector. That part of the service industry clearly takes a privileged position in economic geography, especially with respect to distributive services and the logistics industry, typically regarded as uninteresting low-productivity and laborintensive activities (Castells, 2000, page 229) . The secondary role that logistics and freight transportation play in the minds of many economic geographers has led to an almost complete absence of research on this industry, a fact recently pointed out by Dicken (2003) . More recently, though, there have been some initiatives that study the nexus between IT and transport, including an analysis of questions related to the logistics industry (Capineri and Leinbach, 2003) .
Yet the overall lack of research on logistics, especially in the globalization literature, is even more remarkable when one considers the critical role that freight transportation plays in global trade. Quite simply, the phenomenon of economic globalization would be impossible without the ocean shipping and air-cargo industries. The spaces of flow characterizing Castells's network society are not just composed of information linkages, but depend on global transportation networks and innovations by the industries behind themödespite the tendency in previous globalization research to regard these vital transport systems as auxiliary economic functions. Enabling economic globalization on a large scale, air cargo is a``space-shrinking technology'' which, strangely, has not received much attention from geographers (Dicken, 1998, page 151; Reynolds-Feighan, 2001 ).
The view from the business literature
Given this general lack of interest by economic geographers to date, it is not surprising that most insights on the organizational dynamics of the logistics industry stem from research in management and business administration. This evidence suggests that the logistics industry is experiencing a phase of particularly profound organizational change (Arntzen and Shumway, 2002; Hadjiconstantinou, 1999; Wilson and Delaney, 2001; . Process innovations, such as lean production and just-in-time manufacturing, combined with the adoption of new IT, have led to a shift from supply^push to demand^pull approaches in designing more efficient`quick response' supply chains. In addition, the increasingly global reach of many supply chains places new and more complex demands on all the firms involved in their operation and management.
The literature also reveals that air cargo alone transports more than 40% of world trade by value today (Coyne, 2003) . The air-transport mode is integral to trade in knowledge-intensive products, such as precision parts for machine tools, consumer electronics, and semiconductors. The share of US imports transported by air has grown from 7% of total value in 1965 to 30% in 1998 (World Bank, 2004, page 188) . In parallel, the total freight tonne kilometers carried by the world's airlines has almost doubled in the past decade (from 60 billion in 1992 to almost 111 billion in 2001), and air-cargo volume is expected to triple from that of today by 2021 (Boeing, 2002, page 13; ICAO Journal 2002, page 19) .
In the air-cargo industry, optimizing efficiency and security through the increased use of IT has become one of the primary objectives of many industry participants. In the context of the`dotcom bubble', claims have been made about the increasing irrelevance of location, distance, and geography in the information economy (Cairncross, 1997; Cornford et al, 2000) . Undoubtedly, the spread of business-to-business electronic commerce has accelerated the organizational dissociation between the physical movement of goods and the processing of associated information (Evans and Wurseter, 1997; Jallat and Capek, 2001 ). Yet evidence shows that e-commerce actually amplifies the importance of transportation services relative to other business processes and economic sectors (Task Force Comment, 2001; Wilson and Delaney, 2001) , as logistics serves as the critical`back-end' artery of economic activities.
The rise of the Internet and the spread of modern information systems have deeply affected the way the air-cargo industry operates, as business-to-business e-commerce and proprietary electronic data interchange (EDI) systems replace faxes and paper documentation. For instance, Boeing suggested in its industry-standard 2000^01 world air-cargo forecast that``electronic commerce is the most ... misunderstood, potentially significant influence on the air cargo industry today'' (Boeing, 2000) . Although the expectations expressed at that time have given way to more sober assessments (Boeing, 2002, page 4) , there is hardly any disagreement in the management and business literature about the significance and extent of the changes caused by IT. What is disputed, however, is how and to what degree this technology has altered the role of the industry's different types of firms.
Existing empirical studies on air-cargo firms are mixed in their conclusions (Button and Owens, 1999; Leung et al, 2000; Reinheimer and Bodendorf, 1999) . Christiaanse and Damsgaard (2001) , for example, suggest that significant in efficiency increases are possible by improving real-time information sharing between air-cargo intermediaries in the form of virtual communities. By contrast, Nyshadham and Raghavan (2001) provide an example of an electronic market initiative that failed in the Netherlands because of the unwillingness of traditional firms to participate öthey regarded such developments as a threat. For integrated express airfreight companies like UPS or FedEx, the Internet has enabled the seamless integration of information flows into the transportation process (Harrington, 2001) . Shippers can receive real-time pricing, booking, and tracking information from their air carrier, and they will be alerted if delays or irregularities occur. Shippers increasingly demand this visibility from carriers and other logistics providers, which allow them to react quickly to unforeseen events.
As management scientists writing in this journal have made clear, modern economies and the firms within them exist both in physical and in informational spaceöan interrelationship that affects the space economy in all sectors (Li et al, 2001 ). In the logistics industry, the informational aspects of coordinating and managing supply chains have gained in importance compared with the physical dimensions of transportation. The air-cargo industry itself, therefore, equally incorporates the physical space of commodity flows and the virtual space of information flows. In this paper I recognize both dimensions, but focus on the little-studied role of IT in analyzing the current restructuring in the transatlantic air-cargo industry.
The market for transatlantic air cargo: commodity flows and trade The business environment for the air-cargo industry is to a large degree determined by the macroeconomic conditions of trade patterns and currency-exchange rates. The overall demand for transatlantic air-cargo transportation is therefore derived from factors beyond the control of air-cargo firms. Although recent research in transport geography has begun to challenge this concept of derived demand for transport (Hesse and Rodrigue, 2004) , it is adequate for the present purpose of an industry-wide analysis on the macroscale. Indeed, intercontinental air-cargo traffic closely parallels macroeconomic growth rates in the economies being linked. The transatlantic sector is no exception.
Currently, transatlantic air-freight traffic accounts for approximately 11% of the worldwide air-cargo marketöa share that is expected to hold steady over the next few years (Boeing, 2004, pages 31^35 The table also illustrates the spatial pattern of the major transatlantic cargo flows, listing the nine European countries with the largest cargo traffic to and from the United States. The data account only for nonstop flights and do not show the ultimate origin or destination of shipments, discounting connecting intra-European traffic and ground transport to neighboring third countries. Conversely, onward cargo that is desired for or coming from another world area via Europe or the United States, like Africa or Central America, may be included in these statistics. The data therefore Enabling global trade above the cloudsreflect airline routing and hubbing patterns as much as commodity trade. Nonetheless, almost a third of the total cargo volume either originates in or terminates in the United Kingdom, and almost 20% is to or from Germany, the USA's biggest trading partners in Europe.
In general, and in parallel with overall transatlantic air-cargo traffic, cargo volumes for individual countries show a dramatic decline between 2000 and 2002, with Luxembourg being the only exception. The US all-cargo carrier Atlas Air Cargo has established a sizeable operation in Luxembourg since the late 1990s, and the Luxembourgbased all-cargo airline Cargolux has grown its operations, establishing that country's only airport as one of Europe's major cargo hubs. In fact, Luxembourg boasts an average annual growth rate of over 9% between 2000 and 2004öa period during which transatlantic cargo traffic has not grown overall. Between 2002 and 2004, traffic between in the USA and some European countries has returned to modest growth, but with others it is still shrinking, revealing the continued effects of slow economic growth.
The same macroeconomic forces that influence trade volumes also largely determine the directionality of cargo flows. The decisive factors for the transatlantic air-cargo industry are the overall trade deficit of the United States and the currencyexchange rates, especially between the US dollar on the one hand and the Euro and Pound Sterling on the other. Historically, transatlantic air cargo has closely tracked exchange-rate developments: a weak dollar during the late 1980s and early 1990s resulted in eastbound cargo volumes exceeding European airfreight exports to the United States. Since the late 1990s, however, a stronger dollar and widening US trade deficit has continually strengthened westbound traffic. In 2001 European air exports to the United States were 25% larger than US air exports to Europe (Boeing, 2002, pages 32^33) . It is too early to tell whether the recent substantial strengthening of the Euro will again significantly influence transatlantic air-cargo traffic and decrease the directional imbalance by favoring US exports. Meanwhile, however, the directional imbalance has continued to grow such that, in 2003, westbound traffic has become 34% larger than eastbound freight volumes (Boeing, 2004, page 33) .
Typical of trade between developed countries and in contrast to other areas of the world, the general composition of air cargo is otherwise similar in both directions. Documents and small packages, office machines and computers, electrical machinery, scientific and specialized equipment, and general industrial machinery dominate among the goods being shipped by air across the North Atlantic (Boeing, 2004, page 33) . Commodities that require special handling, such as perishables or bulky freight, do not constitute a significant percentage of cargo in this market.
The air-cargo industry Moving large amounts of freight over great distances, as the air-cargo industry does on a daily basis, is a complex business that involves many firms and requires ongoing coordination between them, with respect both to the physical movement of goods and to the management and exchange of information. Moving freight internationally adds an additional layer of complexity because of the regulations involved, ranging from traffic lights and licensing requirements to customs and security regulations. International air cargo, by its very nature, involves companies that are located in different time zones, and have different languages, economic systems, and cultures, necessitating both in-depth local knowledge and the ability to bridge these gaps on a global level. This complexity has resulted in an industry with actors ranging from the very small and local to the fully integrated and global in reach.
Traditionally, transporting a shipment from its origin at the shipper's factory or warehouse to its destination at the consignee's facility overseas involves at least five different air-cargo intermediaries (figure 1). The exporting shipper contracts with a freight forwarder, who manages most aspects of the transportation process (ATA, 1999; Bazaraa et al, 2000) . Often, the forwarder consolidates shipments from different customers into larger cargo units to realize economies of scale vis-a© -vis the airlines. Freight forwarders then book cargo space on air carriers for their shipments: in some cases on an ad hoc basis, depending on current demand for freight capacity; in other cases through longer-term contracts with specific carriers for certain cargo allotments. Once at the departure airport, ground-handling service providers, usually appointed by the airlines, physically handle the cargo right up to loading it onto the aircraft. Most freight is transported in the cargo hold of regularly scheduled passenger aircraft operated by the world's large airlines, but some airlines (such as Lufthansa) also operate a fleet of freighter aircraft, and a few airlines (such as Cargolux or Polar) operate only all-cargo flights. At the destination airport the reverse procedure takes place, and after customs import formalities have been completed, the importing freight forwarder is responsible for organizing the transportation of the shipment to the consignee. Local convention and the international terms of trade determine precisely which It is clear that this is not only a physically complex transportation system, but that it also requires large amounts of coordination, information exchange, and processing. In making this system work, the virtual networks of information exchange between air-cargo firms are as important as are the physical networks of airports, warehouses, trucks, and airplanes. For instance, the core function of freight forwarders is a mediating role between shipper and airline; it is based solely on coordination and the exchange of information. Pure forwarders are non-asset-based firms: that is, they neither own nor operate facilities or vehicles that deal with the physical movement of goods. They are linked to other air-cargo firms (airlines, ground-handling service providers) only in the virtual space of information exchange and its corresponding information networks (telephone, e-mail, Internet, EDI), and not through the direct exchange of goods. Forwarders in this mold thus subcontract with other providers for asset-based services like trucking or warehousing. Certain nonasset services that require specialized knowledge, for example IT support or customs clearance, are also often performed by outside companies, such as customers brokers.
Regulation and deregulation
The structure of the air-cargo industry is influenced by its international regulatory environment. Despite years of Washington-consensus-style trade liberalization, international air transport remains one of the more heavily regulated sectors of the global economy. With very few exceptions, air traffic is regulated through bilateral air service agreements between individual countries which have traditionally determined everything from capacity to tariffs, but which have largely been negotiated with passenger transport in mind. Foreign airlines are usually prevented from operating domestic flights within other countries, and the ability to operate between third countries is also often restricted. In addition, there is often also a foreign-ownership limitation in place for air carriers, preventing foreign firms from gaining a controlling interest in an airline in another country or starting an airline there. Air carriers may not be allowed to diversify into ancillary air-cargo functions, such as ground transportation or warehousing. Airport ground handling is often restricted to particular firms or the airport authority, preventing air carriers from entering that market (OECD, 2002, page 19) . Only locally owned firms may be allowed to clear cargo through customs (Bowen and Leinbach, 2004, page 178) . In recent years, new security requirements have added to this regulatory complexity and have resulted in considerable tensions with the primary objective of air cargo, namely, speedy transportation of freight over large distances (World Bank, 2004) .
In past decades, numerous steps have been taken to liberalize international air transport. The US domestic market was the first to be deregulated, in 1977: US carriers can now freely carry cargo between any city pair in the United States, and they can also provide ground-transportation services. With the establishment of a common market in the European Union in 1992, restrictions on air services by EU carriers within the Union have gradually been reduced and were completely abolished in 1997 (OECD, 1999) . In the transatlantic market, however, bilateral agreements still regulate air traffic between individual European countries and the United States. Although the USA has signed so-called`open-skies' agreements which abolish capacity and price controls with many European countries, including Germany and France, regulations with other countries remain restrictive, most prominently in the case of the United Kingdom. The situation has been in flux since the European Court of Justice ruled in late 2002 that most of the existing bilateral agreements with the USA were illegal, because they prevent carriers from third countries in the EU from offering services to the USA (The Economist 2002): the German airline Lufhansa, for example, cannot fly cargo directly between London and New York.
Overall, these regulatory restrictions combine to limit the form and scope of organizational restructuring in the air-cargo industry. For instance, Deutsche Post, the German owner of integrated express carrier DHL which recently acquired the US operator Airborne Express, was forced to create a separate airline-operations company called ABX Air to remain clear of the 25% foreign-ownership limit on US airlines (The Economist 2003). These restrictions are a major barrier to further global consolidation of the air-cargo industry, and require airlines and integrated express carriers to outsource many functions to local firms. Conversely, individual open-skies agreements can leave a lasting imprint on the pattern of air-cargo flows and the competitive position of individual firms within the air-cargo industry. For example, the 1995 agreement between the United States and Luxembourg was one of the earliest open-skies agreements with a European country, and is the primary reason for the subsequent rise of that country's single airport as a major European cargo hub (see table 1), with the all-cargo carrier Cargolux benefiting enormously (OECD, 1999, page 100).
Restructuring in the air-cargo industry Consolidation
The traditional model of air-cargo transportation, as elaborated in figure 1 , has been challenged in recent years, causing a realignment of functions into different organizational structures. The most visible change has been the trend towards industry consolidation through mergers and acquisitions. Airfreight forwarding has traditionally been a highly fragmented industry but, more recently, a group of multinational forwarders has emerged and started to consolidate their market position . Some of the large transnational freight forwarders do not follow a pure nonasset model: instead, they operate their own trucking fleet and warehouses to handle goods on the way to and from the airports. More importantly, these companies, such as Ku« hne and Nagel, Panalpina, or Exel, are also expanding their service offerings from traditional forwarding to include value-added services for comprehensive supply-chain management. For instance, forwarders now frequently provide supplierselection services, ongoing procurement, and warehouse management for their clients in manufacturing.
Mergers have been less common in the airline industry, where government regulations restrict international mergers. With the exception of the intra-European acquisition of KLM by Air France, airlines nonetheless are relying on alliances to obtain similar market consolidation. The cargo alliance WOW, created by Lufthansa, Japan Airlines, and Singapore Airlines, and Skyteam Cargo which combines Air FranceöKLM, Delta, and others, are the two most prominent examples.
In the realm of concentration and mergers, the most widespread challenge to the traditional air-cargo system has resulted from the growth of integrated and express airfreight carriers, of which UPS, FedEx, Deutsche Post/DHL, and TNT are the largest representatives. These firms combine the functions of forwarders, air carriers, and ground transportation under one corporate roof, handling a shipment from the origin to the final destination (figure 2, over). In general, these integrators strive to provide all physical transportation, and all coordination and information handling, within the same corporate organization. Only under special circumstances, for instance, when local regulations require the utilization of airport-provided ground handling, to augment cargo capacity, or to extend the service area, are external firms part of the air-cargo system. The integrated carriers' traditional strengths are smallparcel and express shipments, but they have recently begun to compete aggressively in the general airfreight market through the acquisition of forwarders and other logistics service providers. As a result, FedEx is now the largest cargo airline in the world, with more than 10% of the global airfreight market, while UPS is the fourth largest (table 2) . Such a (re)integration of logistics functions under one corporate roof, where integrators strive to provide supply-chain management, IT, and multimodal freight transport, is the mirror image of the increased outsourcing of logistics functions by manufacturers (Elliff, 2001; Stough, 2001) . The economies of scale that integrators hope to achieve cause them to focus on gaining key accounts with large manufacturers for complete logistics services . As integrators or airfreight forwarders take over outsourced warehousing, shipment assembly, or supply-chain management, they start to compete with many different kinds of firms providing some or all of these services, commonly called third-party logistics providers. As a result, more and more types of businesses can be considered part of the air-cargo industry (Morrison, 2000) . This evolution of integrated-logistics providers offering comprehensive one-stop air-cargo services mirrors similar trends in other logistics sectors, notably the ocean shipping industry (Robinson, 2002; .
Information technology
The process of logistics outsourcing has been enabled by advances in IT. Information processing can now take place across firms, in various locations, and across nations in different socioeconomic contexts, and can function in virtual space independently of commodity flows (Aoyama et al, 2005) . Thus, manufacturers can realize the cost savings that outsourcing logistics functions brings, while advanced ITs enable seamless communication with third-party logistics providers.
With the rise of the Internet and business-to-business electronic commerce in the 1990s, many observers assumed that the disintermediation of business relationships, that is, the elimination of middlemen like forwarders, would be the logical consequence of the new ITs (Barnes-Vieyra and Claycomb, 2001; Kaplan and Sawhney, 2000; Westland and Clark, 1999, page 350) . IT deployment theoretically enables more direct relationships, and information exchange between air carriers and shippers, bypassing forwarders who are the traditional intermediaries. The Internet and advancements in IT have made this approach feasible, as the coordination and information-management functions traditionally provided by forwarders can increasingly be handled by compatible information systems and information management between air carriers and shippers. Although integrators are selling directly to shippers, the interviews with air-cargo executives revealed that the current market environment prevents airlines from bypassing the forwarders (interview with airline, 2004).
The increased importance of IT has led to the growing prominence of logistics information service providers and specialized software companies, extending the range of firms that form part of the air-cargo industry and representing a form of reintermediation of business relationships. In the general e-commerce euphoria in the second half of the 1990s, one of the most common predictions about the effect of the Internet on air-cargo logistics was the proliferation of online cargo exchanges. These websites were intended to match shippers with air carriers or other providers of air-cargo services, operating as auction houses for cargo space and shipments, or as brokers between shippers, forwarders, and airlines. This form of business-to-business e-commerce is based on optimizing the efficiency of the overall air-cargo system by making information more transparent and widely available in the marketplace. The major service of the upstart companies behind these websites was, therefore, information about the air-cargo industry. This is a business form far-removed from the physical handling of commodities, yet it is still part of the air-cargo industry.
In keeping with expectations, a number of air-cargo exchanges did emerge, following one of two general business models (figure 3). First, freight exchanges attempt to match shipments with the providers of air-cargo services öusually the forwarders and groundhandling service providers. In the case of a reverse auction model, for instance, the shipper would post the requirements in terms of origin, destination, volume, and other service characteristics, and the forwarders would bid on that shipment until the lowest price was obtained (Lucking-Reiley, 2000; Lucking-Reiley and Spulber, 2001 ). Second, capacity exchanges function in the form of an electronic cargo-booking system, allowing a forwarder to see the schedules, available capacities, and prices of all airlines serving a particular route, and to make the best selection for its customers. Although similar proprietary systemsöglobal distribution systems like Amadeus, Sabre, ApolloGalileo, or Worldspanöhave been available for passenger bookings for quite some time, the Internet platform and advances in IT deployment in airlines' cargo divisions have finally made this model feasible for the air-cargo market.
Many of the independent air-cargo exchange companies that were founded in the mid and late 1990s collapsed with the general burst of the dotcom bubble. There is not one significant independent freight exchange for intercontinental air cargo operating today. The capacity exchanges have fared better, primarily because they have been supported by the airlines as a way for them to streamline operations vis-a© -vis forwarders. There is some evidence that they have helped carriers improve business on certain routes by matching supply and demand better (Boeing, 2002, page 4) . Today, there is one prominent cargo-capacity exchange operating in each of the three major regions of the developed world: EzyCargo in Asia; Cargo Portal Services, run by Unisys of the United States; and GF-X, an independent company based in London that is backed by European airlines and forwarders.
Hub growth
The effects of the trend towards consolidation in the air-cargo industry, where increasingly fewer but larger transnational forwarders and traditional airlines (figure 1) compete with integrated carriers (figure 2), are evident in the spatial pattern of freight flows. Traffic data increasingly reflect the market power of particular carriers based at hub airports, rather than overall cargo flows between the respective points. Although the hub-and-spoke model of air transport has long been a mainstay of combination carriers, the success of the express carriers' cargo hubs has forced all types of airlines to shift increasingly to this model for cargo operations as well. The hub-and-spoke model for cargo is no longer confined to the express and small-package market. In addition to some growth at established hub airports of passenger/cargo airlines, the result is ever-increasing freight traffic at the new cargo hubs. Tables 3 and 4 (over) show the top-ten airports by cargo volume in 2003 in the United States and Europe. Also listed are growth rates for the past one-year and threeyear periods, along with the growth rate between 1995 and 2000. In general, the figures confirm that a disproportional amount of growth has occurred at new cargo hubs located at airports that are generally insignificant for passenger transport. In the United States, Memphis, Tennessee, is not only the biggest cargo airport in the world: it has also exhibited phenomenal growth over the past years, increasing the volume of cargo handled by over 36% since 2000, and by almost half between 1995 and 2000. This airport's standing and its recent growth are almost exclusively the result of the decision of the integrated carrier FedEx to expand its cargo hub there. This carrier's strategy of concentrating flights at Memphis is also responsible for the decline in cargo at Indianapolis, where FedEx operates a regional hub. Louisville, Kentucky, serves as the main hub for competitor UPS and has seen healthy growth rates, especially in the (table 4) . European integrator TNT established its hub at Lie© ge, whereas UPS's European hub is located at Cologne. The freight-only carrier Cargolux is responsible for much of the growth at Luxembourg, along with the US airline Atlas Airöwhich also serves Lie© ge. Remarkably, these airports were able to maintain double-digit growth during a time when air-freight volumes elsewhere grew only slightly or contracted. The same pattern was already evident, though less obvious, in the late 1990s, when most airports reported solid cargo growth. Nonetheless, Lie© ge, Luxembourg, and Cologne already headed the ranking of fastest-growing cargo airports in Europe in that time period. In fact, Lie© ge airport saw a growth rate of over 23 000% between 1995 and 2000, owing to the fact that notable cargo operations of any kind only began at that airport in 1994.
Interviews with air-cargo executives
To analyze the current restructuring processes affecting the air-cargo industry further, in late 2003 and 2004, I conducted fifteen in-depth personal interviews with executives of firms that offer transatlantic air-cargo services. The interviews were conducted in the Boston, New York, London, and Frankfurt metropolitan areas. Companies that had offices in one of these cities were sampled from industry directories (A-Z Group, 2003) , and contact was made with the managing director, general manager air cargo, or a similarly placed executive. The sample of firms included small, medium-sized, and large transnational forwarders, encompassing asset-based and non-asset-based firms, as well as airlines and IT-service providers. Each conversation lasted between 45 and 90 minutes, with an average of one hour.
In the interviews, characteristics of the services provided by each firm and the firm's IT strategy were addressed, and there was an extended discussion of the executive's appraisal of current changes in the air-cargo industry. Overall, interviewees were unanimous in their assessment that the industry is in a state of profound change unlike at any other period in the past fifty years. They were also in agreement about the ). Yet there was a wide variety of opinion among executives about the precise way in which the current processes of change will play out in the future.
The forwarders' perspective
As explained above, airfreight forwarders are a very diverse group of companies ö varying enormously in size and strategy. Their perspectives on industry restructuring were similarly varied. The small, often locally owned, forwarders in the interview sample frequently expressed unease at the challenges to the traditional air-cargo system (see figure 1 ) which may undermine their viability. Perhaps surprisingly, however, these firms did not feel that the main threat to their business model came from the integrated express carriers, as they are perceived to compete in a different market. With the exception of premium express shipments, integrated carriers are less interested in providing services to infrequent shippers of small volumes of air cargo. These shippers, most often small manufacturers, should still be able to receive the best air-cargo service from locally based forwarders. For these customers, long-term relationships and trust-based partnerships with a forwarder, the service attributes where local forwarders are positioned best, may be the most important considerations in selecting an air-cargo service provider. Similarly, another niche in which small forwarders hope to succeed is the market for products requiring special handling, such as perishables or hazardous goods. Accordingly, more than one small forwarder expressed the hope that they would be able to stay below the competitive radar screen as integrated carriers and large forwarders compete for the biggest prizes in air-cargo logistics. Speaking of UPS Supply Chain Management, the division that this integrated express carrier created to provide a full array of logistics functions, one forwarder opined:`t hey are a threat to big air forwarders [not to us], because large manufacturers are the target customers for UPS SCM'' (interview with forwarder, 2003). Smaller forwarders are counting on their specialized service and trust-based relationships with shippers to provide them with a competitive edge when they can no longer compete on price:``We sell service'': not low-cost bare-bones transportation, seems to be the common view. The competitive difference with integrated express carriers' call centers is described vividly:`A n anonymous operator in Atlanta cannot help you when a shipment is stuck in customs in Stockholm' ' (interview with forwarder, 2003) . Whether this vision of serving niche markets and small shippers, and not competing directly with integrators and large forwarders, represents a viable business strategy remains to be seen as the restructuring in the air-cargo industry progresses.
By contrast, the same forwarders are feeling threatened by a trend towards disintermediation that is pushed by their vendorsöthe traditional combination airlines. Enabled by ITs like electronic commerce, disintermediation of the air-cargo system would mean the elimination of forwarders and the marketing of air-cargo services by airlines directly to shippers:`T he old division of labor between airlines and forwarders is breaking down ... airlines are selling cargo space directly to customers ... this could undermine the profitability of forwarders'' (interview with forwarder, 2003). This fear was expressed repeatedly despite the fact that the business that traditional air-cargo carriers obtain by selling directly to shippers is negligible.
In this respect, these forwarders expect the traditional mixed passenger/cargo airlines to try and emulate the integrated express carriers by eliminating or marginalizing the freight forwarders öespecially those that are small and not able to secure substantial cargo revenues for the carriers (MGI Cargo Analyst 1995). After a delay of a few years, air cargo could thus follow the developments in the passenger side of air transport. There, travel agents no longer receive commissions from the airlines: instead, passengers are encouraged to book directly with the air carrier on the Internet, unless they are willing to pay service fees to an agent. Similarly, cutting costs would be the air carriers' prime motivation for sidelining the traditional cargo intermediaries. As a consequence, the smaller forwarders could be squeezed out of existence if they can no longer rely on a markup on cargo rates to sustain themselves, having to begin to compete against the airlines directly and to buy cargo space from them at the same time.
Meanwhile, forwarders reported that they notice the pressure that the airlines place on them most directly through changes in existing business processes. Most have little choice nowadays but to use electronic channels for procuring their most vital commodityöcargo space on aircraft. Local forwarders reported:`W e reserve most of the cargo space directly on the airlines' websites nowadays ... cost-cutting by the airlines has largely meant the elimination of their local cargo sales staff'' (interview with forwarder, 2003). These sales teams used to be the direct interface between carriers and forwarders, an interfirm relationship frequently characterized by long-term personal contact and trust between the parties. According to many interviewees in the United States and Europe, forwarders could obtain cargo space and preferred rates through this personal contact, sometimes even succeeding in getting the airline representative to`bend the rules'. Today, the remaining airline-cargo sales agents are usually concentrated at the very largest hub airports or at a call center at the carrier's administrative headquarters. Only the largest and best customers, like the multinational forwarders, can still expect personal treatment from key accounts managers at the airlines. A process that is quite eagerly embraced by the air carriers for increasing efficiency and cutting cost is therefore viewed with suspicion by forwarders as it forces them to adapt to new IT-based business practices that demand increasing sophistication in compatible information systems, hardware, and human capital.
To remain competitive in this environment, most small forwarders have had to invest in IT upgrades and many have tested the opportunities that electronic air-cargo exchanges promised to bring. The results of this type of electronic commerce have not been encouraging:`T he industry is once bitten, twice shy about cargo exchanges ... it's all about price ... you don't gain quality long-term customers this way '' (interview with forwarder, 2003) . Indeed, one forwarder reported ongoing litigation resulting from bills not paid by a customer who was acquired online. Yet some forwarders are taking a proactive approach to the possibilities offered by IT, as`e -commerce allows information to be pushed out without the client having to ask for it ... we send an automatic confirmation when a shipment has arrived'' (interview with forwarder, 2003). Nevertheless, small businesses are less likely to be able to afford the capital and expertise required to keep up with the latest in IT than are large forwarders or integrators. This can put them in danger of further erosion of their competitive position and can place them at a disadvantage by having to exchange information about shipments or rates through traditional means rather than direct electronic communication (Forster et al, 2003) . In dealing with many such air-cargo intermediaries, one forwarder reported that`i t can happen that a small customs broker only has dialup and tells me to send a fax instead because he checks his e-mail only once a day'' (interview with forwarder, 2003). As the adoption of IT spreads throughout the air-cargo industry, such business practices will become increasingly less viable.
In general, the perspectives expressed by the larger forwarders in the interview sample tended to emphasize the importance of IT even more. According to these firms, the changes in the way the air-cargo industry does business are a result of the sophistication of the IT that they help to provide. Online shipment tracking is already a standard feature that is expected by shippers; it was pioneered by the integrated express carriers and the large transnational forwarders. Interoperability between the in-house systems of different companies is still a challenge, although it is improving steadily, allowing all kinds of information about shipments to be exchanged electronically between shipper, forwarders, carriers, and government authorities for customs or security purposes. Online billing and payment systems are in place in many air-cargo firms, especially the air carriers. Thus, the competitive strategy of transnational freight forwarders centers on offering a complete package of value-added logistics services. These are backed by highly developed information systems, such that`w e put information and the technology to handle it front and center'' (interview with forwarder, 2004). The larger forwarders are also less wary of their relationship with airlines, knowing that, by controlling large volumes of cargo on behalf of their customers, these forwarders have significant leverage:`E ven though we are officially agents of the airlines, we put our customers' interest first' ' (interview with forwarder, 2004 ). Yet they see more of a competitive threat from the integrated carriers, acknowledging in some instances that`t hey do have the advantage in the global air cargo market ... airlines and forwarders have to pull together to effectively compete against the UPSs of the world '' (interview with forwarder, 2004) . This call for a stronger partnership and increased coordination between transnational forwarders and traditional airlines appears to be the only feasible way for the companies of the traditional air-cargo system to address the competitive edge of the integrators' one-stop-shop' business model.
The airlines' perspective
With respect to the necessity for increased cooperation, the airlines and the large forwarders are in general agreement. Interviewees pointed to a number of initiatives to improve coordination and IT standardization between airlines and transnational freight forwarders, chief among them the International Air Transport Association's Cargo 2000 initiative (see http://www.cargo2000.com). At the same time as they mention the need for industry-wide cooperation, however, the airlines are also trying to exert their own influence on their cargo customers, that is, the forwarders. Specifically, it is in the interest of the airlines to nudge all of their forwarders-cum-customers to use electronic booking channels, as they have identified major cost-cutting potential in their cargo business processes. One European airline executive stated:`w e will start to give incentives for electronic bookings ... the user has to really feel the benefit ... forwarders can save up to $10 per customer [by booking online]'' (interview with airline, 2004).
Interestingly, the airlines confirmed one of the consequences of electronic booking and the concurrent reduction in person-to-person sales that small forwarders count as a negative consequence of IT deployment: the central management of the airlines is now able to control the rates and conditions that are available to forwarders worldwide precisely. There is no longer the possibility of the local airline cargo-sales manager giving preferential treatment to a forwarder because of personal contacts. One airline cargo executive described this quite candidly:`s ometimes we were wondering whether our local sales staff really had our best interests in mind ... the switch to electronic booking has been met with a lot of resistance because it requires a cultural change within our company, too'' (interview with airline, 2004). Of course, from the perspective of the airlines, this is a highly desirable result as it introduces discipline in pricing and availability worldwide, presumably contributing to increased cargo revenue. It is surprising, however, that airlines did not realize the benefits of electronic cargo booking systems earlier, having had decades of parallel experience with computerized passenger-reservation systems. An airline cargo executive tried to justify this fact, noting:`o ur upper management never considered cargo to be our core business ... [and] it is very difficult to get airlines and forwarders on the same page'' (interview with airline, 2004). Although airlines may have already had some success in establishing electronic channels for cargo bookings, they appear to have abandoned large-scale efforts to sell directly to shippers and, hence, bypass forwarders:`W e thought we could establish more direct sales ... but in the current business environment, the transnational forwarders have too much market power and won't allow us to bypass them'' (interview with airline, 2004). Nonetheless, the airlines have become increasing visible in marketing their cargo services directly to shippers, for example, through the creation of worldwide cargo alliance brands (WOW, Skyteam Cargo), or through dedicated cargo-booking websites that allow shippers to get price quotes and to book space.
The interviewees expressed almost universal agreement when discussing the differences in the state of air-cargo-related IT between the United States and Europe. Naturally, the ability and willingness to invest in the requisite IT varies enormously between different types of firms. Yet airlines and forwarders alike confirmed that the air-cargo industry is generally more advanced in Europe than in the USA. A forwarder in Boston admitted:`I have the impression that e-commerce use in the air-cargo industry is more advanced and widespread in Europe than in the United States'' (interview with forwarder, 2003). For instance, a European airline reported that, as a global average, 26% of their cargo bookings are made online, but that the figure reaches only 18% in the USA (interview with airline, 2004). The usage of other ITs, like proprietary EDI, is also higher in Europe. One of the reasons given by interviewees was that in the USA, forwarders often have to pay per-transaction fees to service providers for status updates and other electronic forms of information exchange, whereas in Europe air carriers generally absorb those costs. In addition, although the industry appears to be moving from à blue-collar' to a`white-collar' mode everywhere, that process is more advanced in Europe.
Conclusion: the interdependencies of physical and virtual space Through the industrial restructuring enabled by IT, the roles of different types of firms in the air-cargo industry are being redefined. Whereas macroeconomic trends in global trade patterns and international aviation regulations set the external market environment for the industry and determine an outer framework for industrial organization, the internal dynamics in the air-cargo industry are largely the result of the growing focus placed on optimal logistics management and the associated deployment of IT. In effect, the virtual space of information flows has become just as important in determining the industrial structure of this transport sector as the physical space of transportation. Many air-cargo firms are never directly involved in the transport of commodities and are, instead, dedicated exclusively to coordinating and information-processing functions. All types of air-cargo company now compete on the basis of their IT and management. It is this virtual dimension of air cargo that is the center of growth and economic dynamism during the present phase of industrial restructuring.
Although the necessity for information exchange to accompany the transportation of commodities is not a new phenomenon, recent innovations in IT allow for a considerably wider range of possible organizational configurations in physical and virtual space (Li et al, 2001 ). Theoretically, a complete organizational and locational dissociation of information and transportation functions is just as conceivable as a tight coupling of both functions in a few dominant, or even oligopolistic, integratedlogistics companies. Contrary to predictions at the height of the dotcom boom, however, the existing empirical evidence and the insights gained from the interviews favor the second of these modes of organizational rearrangement. Rather than the rise of a plethora of online air-cargo companies adding to the fractured firm structure of the industry, the prevailing restructuring process has been one of (re)integration and concentration of logistics functions. In effect, the industry seems to be on the path towards a sustained bifurcation between large forwarders, integrated express carriers, and airlines on the one side and traditional forwarders, agents, and brokers on the other.
Under these conditions, providers of information systems customized for the logistics or air-cargo industries appear to benefit most directly in the medium term from pressures towards digitalization and automation of hitherto paper-based exchanges of information between air-cargo firms. A select group of large transnational forwarders (such as Panalpina, Ku« hne and Nagel, or Exel), can still thrive as intermediaries through their exclusive contracts with transnational manufacturers, the sheer volume of cargo and value they command, and their ability to adopt the latest IT necessary to stay competitive. In fact, the larger these transnational forwarders become, the more power they gain with respect to airlines.
The traditional mixed and all-cargo air carriers can benefit from their command over the ultimate resource in the industryöcargo space abroad aircraft. Although most are trying to broaden their service offerings beyond simple air transportation to answer the competitive threat from integrated express carriers, they face the challenge of increasingly competing against their own customersöthe forwarders. Air carriers are trying to balance the need to retain the business generated by the large forwarders-cumcustomers with the desire to expand into more lucrative services such as time-definite and door-to-door delivery to compensate in part for the decline in core air-cargo yields.
The large integrated carriers like DHL and UPS are expanding from their traditional strengths in express and small-package shipments and are now emerging as major forces in general air-cargo logistics. They are currently the trendsetters in the industry, with the ability to leverage global economies of scale and scope. Their market power and utter size allows them to lead on the technology front and to utilize its possibilities to drive the disintermediation of air-cargo supply chains and the (re)integration of logistics functions. The integrators clearly aim to offer one-stop shopping for most aspects of logistics and supply-chain management, including air-cargo services.
The traditional mainstays of the industry, the innumerable small and local air-cargo forwarders, customs brokers, ground handlers, and warehousing firms, face the most daunting challenge in adapting to the changing industry structure. The interviews show that these companies recognize the threats to their business model. As increasingly complex supply-chain management tasks, the exchange of sophisticated information in electronic form, and its most efficient processing, become more and more important relative to the physical transport of commodities, the relevance of these intermediaries in the air-cargo industry could be called into question. At this juncture, they perceive a strategy of focusing on small niche markets which are overlooked by the integrators and global forwarders to be the foundation of their lasting economic success.
More research is necessary to establish the precise effects of these developments. Nonetheless, it is already becoming clear that this trend in the organizational structure of the industry will have profound impacts on the availability, cost, and spatial pattern of air-cargo services. For instance, the consolidation and functional integration of the industry is one factor driving the concentration of cargo flights at new hubs, mirroring effects that were observed in air-passenger service in the United States in the 1990s (Goetz and Sutton, 1997) . Although these airports have often been chosen as cargo hubs with the argument that they are underutilized, these developments have major consequences for the regions where the hubs are located. On the one hand, increased cargo activity at an airport brings with it the promise of economic growth and employment in air-cargo logistics. On the other hand, noise, pollution, and traffic effects from increased flight activity and truck traffic on the ground has the potential to lead to negative environmental externalities offsetting the economic benefits. In cases such as this, the ramifications of the current restructuring of the air-cargo sector reach far beyond the narrow confines of the industry.
